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Composition Premieres II

Ithaca College Composition Studio

Hockett Family Recital Hall
Monday November 11th, 2013
7:00 pm
Program

String Quartet No. 1  
Ben Van De Water
Marcus Hogan and Joe D’Esposito, violin;  
Carly Rockenhauser, viola; Hamadi Duggan, cello

Three years  
Alexandria Kemp
I. Stasis
Emily Wilcox and Corey Dusel, violin;  
Emma Brown, viola; Zach Brown, cello

Ten-Minute Mass  
Brendan Fox
I. Kyrie
II. Gloria
III. Credo
IV. Sanctus-Benedictus
Julie Allison, Katie O’Brien, and Cherisse Williams, soprano I  
Casey Kobylar, Meredith Morse, and Deanna Payne, soprano II  
Wei En Chan, Emily Gaggiano, and Sunhwa Reiner, alto  
Justin Kaupu, conductor

Andenkentanz, for prepared piano  
Alyssa Rodriguez
I.
II.
Samantha Berry, piano

Qu-wind-tet  
Miggy Torres
I.
Emily Nazario, flute; Jake Walsh, oboe; Anna Goebel, bass clarinet;  
Joshua Jenkins, horn; Meghan Kelly, bassoon
Intermission

Winter's Last: A song for eight voices
Justin Parish
lyrics by Kevin Parish
Kat Wallace, Shelley Attadgie, soprano;
Cynthia Mickenberg, Ariana Warren, alto;
Michael Sullivan, D'quan Tyson, tenor;
Michael Palmer, Justin Parish, baritone/bass

Surrounding Blues on the Way Down
Michael Samson
Eric Flyte, tenor; Sam Martin, piano

Tango Nova
James W. Parker
Meghan Kelly, bassoon; Kamila Swerdloff, piano

landscape #1
Felipe Nieto
Carolyn Grossmann, piano

Stella Aeterna
Jason Carter Wells
Tiffany Lu and Chris Mattaliano, violin;
Cassie Sulbaran, viola; Hamadi Duggan, cello